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Let N be a positive integer and denote by S,(N) the space of cuspforms of 
weight k (with trivial character) on r,(N). In this paper we define and study 
certain operators C, acting on S,(N) which are associated to primes q 
dividing the level N. The C, operators together with the standard Hecke 
operators Tp for primes p not dividing N form a commuting family of 
Hermitian operators on S,(N). Using these operators we are able to derive 
analogues for S,(N) of the standard theorems of Hecke and Petersson 
concerning cuspforms on the full modular group (see, e.g., [4]). For example, 
our main Theorem 3.10 shows that S,(N) has a basis consisting of common 
eigenforms for all the TP and C, operators with p)N, q[ N and that these 
common eigenforms are uniquely determined (up to a multiplicative 
constant) by their eigenvalues. Further, if f(r) = C,“, a(n) eZninr is one of 
these common eigenforms then a(l) # 0 and normalizing a( 1) = 1 we have 
f ] T, = a(p) f,f ] C, = a(q) f, and a(nm) = u(n) u(m) whenever (n, m) = 1. 
Unfortunately, in general we are not able to easily determine directly from 
the Fourier coefficients of a common eigenform f(t) = Cr=, u(n) eZ”‘“’ the 
associated Euler product expansion for x2=, u(n) n-‘. To do this we need 
some additional information about the newform “associated” to f-see 
Proposition 3.14 below. However, if the level N is squarefree, we can easily 
determine the Euler product expansion directly from the Fourier coefficients. 
Also, in the squarefree level case, the theory of the C, operators can be 
developed in an essentially algebraic manner which is completely 
independent of the theory of newforms. This is the subject of Section 4. 
Section 4 essentially consists of an earlier version of this work which was 
announced in [S 1. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let H denote the upper half plane, H = {r E C ] Im(r) > 0). The group of 
fractional linear transformations Z(2, R) maps H onto itself. Any transfor- 
mation L in FL(2, R) can be-qepresented by a matrix (: i;) E GL ’ (2, R), the 
set of 2 x 2 real matrices with positive determinant. Fix once and for all a 
positive even integer k and define for a complex valued functionf(t) on H 
and L = (z 5;) E LF(2, R) the “stroke” operator I 
flL(r) = (ad - fJC)k’*(Cs + dyf(Lr). (l-1) 
Note that flL depends only on the transformation L, not on its matrix 
representation. Also, as is easily seen, 
v-l&L*)(7) = (GflL,)IL*)(~) for L, , L, E LF(2, R). 
Let N be a positive integer and denote by r,(N) the congruence subgroup 
r,(N) = ESL(2,Z) u,b,c,dEZ . 
I 
We say that f(t) is a cuspform of weight k on r,,(N) if 
(i) f (7) is holomorphic on H, 
(ii) f (7) is zero at each cusp of T,(N), and 
(iii) f I L = f for all L E r,(N). 
See [l] or [7] for more details. In general we will follow the notation and 
conventions of Atkin and Lehner [I] except that our weight k is twice Atkin 
and Lehner’s weight k in [ 1 ] (compare (1.1) above and (1.2) in [ 1 I). Denote 
by S,(N) the complex vector space of all cuspforms of weight k on r,(N). If 
f (7) E S,(N), we let x = e2nir and denote the Fourier series expansion off(T) 
at ice, f (7) = C,“=, a(n) e2ninr, by f(7) = CF=, a(n) x”. If (as is always the 
case) the indices in a Fourier series expansion run from 1 to co, we often 
drop the limits and write f (7) = C a(n) x” to mean f (7) = CzT 1 a(n)x”. 
Finally, we write a ] b to denote the fact that the positive integer u divides the 
integer b and we write a I] b to denote the facts that a ]b and (a, b/u) = 1. 
‘This “stroke” operator should not be confused with the symbol for “divides,” which is 
printed somewhat smaller. 
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2. THE C, OPERATORS 
Let N be a fixed positive integer. For any prime q dividing N with qr)/ N 
let 
we= (2 qfw), det(W,)=q’, (2.1) 
where x, y, z, and w  are any integers satisfying (2.1). W, is the “W operator” 
of Atkin and Lehner. We list several properties of these operators which we 
will require. For proofs, most of which are easy, see [ 11. 
(i) IffE S,(N), so isfl Wq. 
(ii) If WA is any other matrix satisfying (2. l), then fl W, =f 1 W; for 
any .fE WQ. 
(iii) W, normalizes r,(N). 
(iv) If fE S,(N), then f 1 Wi =J 
(4 q1iy and qb. 
(vi) We can assume when convenient that q Ix and q( w. 
Let 
and for any prime I, let A(l) = {y E Aldet(y) = I}. If a and p belong to A, we 
say a and /I are equivalent modulo r,,(N) and write a - /I if a E T’,,(N) /I. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let N be a positive integer and q a prime dividing N with 
q’()N. Fix Wq= (z ,+‘J as in (2.1) with qlx and q/w. Let 
Y=( & f;) E A(q). We have 
(i) vqlja, then y w ( A g) whereO<e<q- 1 ande=a-‘b (modq); 
(ii) ifqla and qtd, then 7’~ 
e = (dz))‘yc (mod q); 
W;‘(h z) W, where O<e<q- 1 and 
(iii) ifqla and qld (note that this case occurs ifand only ifq[lN), then 
Y- wq. 
Further, the:.2q (2q + 1 if ql[N) elements given above are all inequivalent 
modulo T,,(N) and so they represent the 2q (2q + 1 if q/l N) distinct right 
cosets of A(q) modulo P,(N). 
Proof. Consider case (i). Let e = a- ‘b(mod q) with 0 < e Q q - 1. 
ad - Nbc = q and q,j’a implies that (a, NC) = 1 and qld. Thus there exist 
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integers f0 and go such that for all tEZ we have 
(fo+tNc)a+(go-tu)Nc= 1. NOW fob +god=aP’b(modq) and 
(f. + [NC) b + (g, - tu) d =f,b + go d - tq E e(mod q). Thus for suitable f 
lettingf=f, + tNc and g = go - ta, we have 
(-“NC :)(lc f;)= (; ;) with (-Lc ~)~T,(N). 
Now consider case (ii). Let e E (dz)- ‘yc(mod q) with 0 < e < q - 1. A 
simple calculation shows that 
if and only if 
fu +gNc=q’wx+Newz-q’-‘Nyz, 
jb + gd = wy + q’w*e - qwy, 
hu+ic=-xz+qxz-qqrNz2e, 
Nhb + id = y-INyz + q” ‘wx - Nwze. 
(2.2) 
Since (a, NC) = q, there exist f. and go such that for all t E Z, 
(f. - tq-‘Nc)a + (go + tq-‘a) Nc = q’wx + Newz - q’-‘Nyz. Then 
(& - tq- ‘NC) b t (go + tq- ‘a) d =fo b + god t t. Thus for suitable t letting 
f =fo - tq-‘NC and g= go + fq-‘a we obtain the first two equations of 
(2.2). Since (Nb, d) = 1 there exist ho and i, such that for all t E Z, 
(ho-td)Nb+(i,+tNb)d=-q-‘Nyz+q’+‘wx-Nwze. Now (ho-td)ut 
(i, + tNb) c = h,u + i,c - tq which equals -xz + qxz - q-‘Nz’e for suitable 
t if and only if h,u+i,c=--xztqxz-qq-‘Nz*e(modq). But 
-xz + qxz - q-‘Nz*e E -q-‘Nz*e E -q-‘Nzd-‘yc (mod q). On the other 
hand, i,d - -q-‘Nyz(mod q), so h,a + i,c E i,c = -q-‘Nd-‘yzc (mod q). 
Thus for suitable t, letting h = h, - td and i = i, t tNb, we obtain the last 
two equations of (2.2) and this completes case (ii). Case (iii) is clear. Now 
we show these 2q(2q t 1 if q11N) elements are in distinct right cosets modulo 
r,(N). If (4 : ) E T,(N), then u and u are units mod q and 
(;s :)(;c :)= (uu:Ncr .,;Nsb)’ 
Thus q 1 a o q) (uu + Ncr) and q 1 d o q 1 (od + Nsb). Hence the only possible 
equivalences among the elements occur within the cases. However, it is easy 
to see that the elements ( i z ), 0 < e Q q - 1, in case (i) are in distinct right 
cosets modulo r,(N) and since W,, normalizes T,,(N), it follows that the 
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elements W; ‘(A ,G) W,, 0 < e < q - 1, in case (ii) are also in distinct right 
cosets modulo T,,(N). 
As in Atkin and Lehner [l] we make the convention that in relation to a 
given N, the letter p (possibly with a subscript) refers to primes with pJIN 
and the letter q (possibly with a subscript) refers to primes with q( N. 
Further, we always assume q’JJN. The letter I will denote a prime (which 
may or may not divide N). We define operators Ct acting on S,(N) by 
(2.3) 
where s = 2q(2q + 1 if q(IN) and the yj run over representatives of the s right 
cosets of d(q) modulo T,(N). Note thatfl Cz is well defined sinceyE S,(N). 
In the case of squarefree level N Shimizu defines and studies in Sections 1.3 
and 1.4 of [6] an operator T(q) which is the same as our C, operator. Also 
see Remark 4.12 below. 
Remark 2.2. Let p be a prime not dividing N. It is easy to see that the 
elements (l i), O,<e<p-1, and (g y) are representatives of the p + 1 
right cosets of d(p) modulo f,,(N). Hence the analogue of the C: operators 
for primes p not dividing N is the classical Hecke operator 
(see Eq. (2.2) of [ 1 I). Thus one can give a single uniform definition for both 
the Cc and the T,* operators acting on S,(N) if one wishes. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zff E S,(N), thenf) Ct E S,(N). 
Proof: If y E T,(N), then vjy - y-o, for some permutation c of the indices 
l,...,s. Thus f]C,*l y= J$lflyj~ = J$i flY,o, =fIC,*. Since it is clear 
that SIC,* remains a cuspform (see, e.g., [l,p. 135]), this shows that 
f I C$ E S,(N). 
We next show that Cz is Hermitian with respect to the Petersson inner 
product on S,(N). We imitate the classical argument (see, e.g., [4, p. III-I 1 I). 
LEMMA 2.4. There exist y, ,..., ys E d(q) where s = 2q(2q + 1 if q/IN) 
such that 
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proof. For e = 0, l,..., q - 1, let a, = ( A G) and P, = W; ’ a, W, where 
W, is as in Lemma 2.1. Then 
Since (i :)=(A 1: )( i ;) inclusion one way is obvious, On the other hand, 
if y E r,(N)( A i) T,(N), then for some u and u units mod q, we have 
y E I’,(N)(,U,, ,‘) = r,(N)( i ‘,) for some e, 0 < e < q - 1, by Lemma 2.1. 
Also 
To see this note that 
9--L 9- 1 
u romp, = u r,(N) w,- ’ at= WC2 
e=O 4=0 
= W,-’ (?j T,(N) ae) W, 
CT=0 
= T,(N) W,- 1 WJoW) 
r,(N) 
since 
qr-‘xw-q-‘Nyz q-‘wy- wy 
N(-x2 + qxz) -q-‘Nyz + qr+‘wx 
belongs to ( z y) Z-,(N) since w  z 0 (mod q). Thus 
d(q) = rob(N) ( ; ; ) r,(N) u r,(N) ( ; ; ) ro,(N)u {To(N) W,}, (2.4) 
where 
{r,(N) W,J = ro(N) W, if qllN, 
=0 if q21N. 
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Noting that T,,(N) W, = WJ,,(N), the lemma now follows immediately from 
Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 3.6 of Shimura [7]. 
Denote by y ++ y’ the involution (z i) w  (-“, ;“) of Mat(2, Z). 
COROLLARY 2.5. There exist y,,..., ys Ed(q) where s = 2q(2q + 1 if 
ql[N) such that 
d(q) = CJ r,(N) Yj = 6 ~I#) I$ 
j= 1 j= I 
ProofI LA3 y, )...) ys be as in Lemma 2.4. Then 
(J riJ(N)Yj= (I YjrO(N)=d(q)=d'(q)= 6 rO(N)Yj* 
j= I j= I .i= I 
We recall the definitions of the operators B,, U,, and T,, (see [ 1, p. 141 I). 
Iff(r) =CE1 ( > a n x” is a cuspform in S,(N) where we recall that x = e2nir, 
then 
f[Bd = 2 a(n) xnd, 
ll=l 
fl T ,  = 2 (a(np> +P”-la(n/~))x”, 
n= I 
(2.5) 
where a@/‘) = 0 if p%n. Recall (see Lemma 14 of [I]) that if fE S,(N), 
then fIT,=pk/2-1fITp* and flU,=q”“-‘fIU,* whereflU,*=Cz:ifla,, 
a, = ( : ;). Also if f E s,(N), then f ( Ug E Sk(N) and f (B, E S,(dN>-see 
Lemmas 2 and 6 of [ 11. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Cz is a Hermitian operator on S,(N) with respect to 
the Petersson inner product. 
ProoJ: After Corollary 2.5, we just have to mimic the standard 
argument-see, e.g., Ogg [4, Theorem 8, p. 111-l 11. Or alternatively, as G. 
Shimura has pointed out to me, (2.4) above and Eq. (3.4.5) of [7] show that 
Cz is the sum of U,f and its adjoint (plus W, if q)l N) and hence is Her- 
mitian. 
We normalize the C$ operators by 
DEFINITION 2.7. For f E S,(N) define 
f IC,=q +-lf IC,“. 
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PROPOSITION 2.8. As an operator on S,(N), we have 
c,=u,+ w,u,w,+qk/2-1Wq if qllN, 
=u,+ w,u,w, if q2)N. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 we see that 
cpup wp4*wp+ w, if qllN, 
a,*+ w,-‘U$W, if q21N. 
But f] W;’ =f] W4 and the Proposition follows. 
Remark 2.9. If f is a newform on T,(N), then f] C, =f] U,. If q2 IN this 
is clear since f] U, = 0 by Theorem 3 of [ 11. If ql[N, then f] W4U, W, + 
4 k’2-1f] W, = 0 again by Theorem 3 of [ 11. Thus restricted to the subspace 
of S,(N) generated by newforms, our C, operators give nothing new. It is on 
the subspace generated by oldforms that the C, operators are novel. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. ZffE S,(N), then 
fl WqC,=flqK?* 
ProoJ Since W, normalizes r,,(N) and A(q), we have 
fl w, c; w; l =fl C$ and the Proposition follows. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let q and q’ divide N with q # q’. Zf f E S,(N), then 
PROOF. We need only show that f I W, U$ W; ’ = f I U,‘. Fix e, 
0 < e ,< q’ - 1. Letting W, be as in (2. l), a short calculation shows that 
W, (i 44) W;‘s (qry -xy ,qrxze) (modq’). 
Since q’tq’xw, by Lemma 2.1 we see that 
where f = -yq-‘w-l +xew-‘(modq’), 0 <f <q’ - 1. Now as e runs 
through Z(mod q’), so does f and the Lemma follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let q and q’ divide N with q # q’. Zf f E S,(N), then 
flc,w,~=fiw&. 
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ProoX 
j-1 W,,C,W,;‘=fl Wq,(Uq+ wquqwq+ {q”“-‘w,}) ws;‘, 
=flw,,u,w,;‘+ w,w,~u,w,;‘w,+{q”“-‘w,~w,w,;‘}, 
=flC, 
by Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 2.11 since Wg, and W, commute (see 
Lemma 9 of [ 11). H ere we have used the convention that 
{4 k/2-1wq} =qW-Iwq if 41lN, 
=o if q’)N, 
etc. We will continue to use this convention in succeeding proofs. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Zf f E S,(N), then 
f IT&, =f IC,Tp. 
Proof: 
flT&=flT,(U,+ W,$J4W4+ {qk’2-1Wql), 
=flU,T,+ W&W9T,,+ (4”“-‘W,T,}, 
=f IC,T, 
by Lemmas 11 and 15 of [l]. 
LEMMA 2.14. Let q and q’ divide N with q # q’. Zf f E S,(N), then 
flc&=flv&,~ 
Proof: 
fK+&=fl(U,+ W*U,W,+ {qk”-lWqJ)Uq’, 
=f~u,,u,+u,,w,u,w,+{q”“-‘u,,w~), 
=f IU& 
by Lemma 2.11 above. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. Let q and q’ divide N with q # q’. Zf f E S,(N), then 
flC,,C,=flC,C,,* 
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flc,x,=flC,~(U,+ w,u,w,+ {qk”-‘wql), 
=slK$,~ + wqu,c,,+ klk,Z-1WqCq’L 
=f IC,C,, 
by Proposition 2.12 and Lemma 2.14. 
THEOREM 2.16. The collection { Tp, C,, W, IpcN, q 1 N) is a commuting 
family of Hermitian operators with respect to the Petersson inner product on 
S,(N). 
Proof: Atkin and Lehner show that ( Tp, W,l p,j’N, q ] N) is a commuting 
family of Hermitian operators on S,(N) (see Lemmas 9, 11, and 13 of [ 1 I). 
The fact that the T, form a commuting family of Hermitian operators goes 
back to Hecke and Petersson. Propositions 2.6, 2.10, 2.12, 2.13, and 2.15 
above establish the necessary properties for the C, operators. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
By Theorem 2.16 we know that S,(N) has a basis consisting of common 
eigenforms for all the T, and C, operators with p%N and q( N. In this section 
we show that these common eigenforms are uniquely determined (up to a 
constant multiple) by their eigenvalues. We also show that if f(r) = 
C a(n) x” is a common eigenform for all the T, and C, operators, then 
a(1) # 0 and normalizing a(1) = 1 we havef] T, = a(p)f,fl C, = a(q)f, and 
a(nm) = a(n) a(m) whenever (n, m) = 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume 411 N. ZffE S,(N), then 
fl~,=fl~,+~k-‘fIBq+qk’2fIWg~qBq. 
Proof: Since q/l N, Ci = U,* + W; ’ U,* W, + W,. Let A, = (i y). Since 
f~ S,(N), f IB, = qek” f IA, by Lemma 14 of [ 11. Hence we need to show 
thatf]C,*=q- k’2+‘flCq=fIUq*+fIAq+flW;1 U,*A,, or that 
fl(W,-‘Up*Wq+ W,)=fl(A,+ W,-‘U,*A,). (3.1) 
To establish (3.1) we show that the operator on the left-hand side and the 
operator on the right-hand side of (3.1) are given by sums of equivalent 
matrices modulo r,(N). Assume (without loss of generality) that W, is as in 
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Lemma 2.1. We showed in the proof of Lemma 2.4 that A, - W; ‘(k :) W,. 
Now consider W; ’ U: A,. A simple calculation shows that 
If e=O, then W;‘(i :)A,- Wg by Lemma 2.1. If 1 <e< q- 1, then 
again by Lemma 2.1, W;‘(i :) A, - W; ‘(A ‘,) W, where 0 <f < q - 1 and 
f z5 (-q-‘Nze + qx)-‘z-’ (-yz) z (Nze)) ‘qy(mod q). Now as e runs over 
non-zero residues mod q, so does f and the Lemma follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Letf(T)= C a(n)x” E S,(N). ThenfJC, = C b(n)x” 
where b( 1) = u(q), i.e., the qth Fourier coeficient off(t) is the first Fourier 
coeflcient off 1 C,. 
Proof. By definition we see that f 1 U, = a(q)x + . . . . Also if h(s) = 
C c(n) xn is any Fourier series, then hJB, = ,YJ c(n) xn4 so that the first 
Fourier coefficient (i.e., the coefficient of x) of hJB, is zero. If q))N, the 
Proposition now follows from Lemma 3.1. If q*/N, then 
f ] C, =f ( U, +f 1 W, U, W, and we must show that the first Fourier coef- 
ficient off ] W, U, Wg is zero. By Lemma 7 of [I], f 1 Wb U, = g (say) belongs 
to S,(N/q). Hence by Lemma 26 of [ 11, g ] W, = g, IB, where g, = qk”gl WA 
and W; is the W, operator for the group F,(N/q). Thus the first Fourier 
coefficient off 1 W, U, W, is zero and we are done. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let ml N and let dl N/m with (q, d) = 1. Also let C, be the 
C, operator on S,(N). Iff E S,(m), then 
f I&C, =f lC,% 
Proof. Note that f (B, E S&V) by Lemma 2 of [ 11. We will show that 
f 1 B, C, B; ’ = f ] C, . Without loss of generality we can choose W, = (‘,‘: ,G. ) 
with d(z,qlx, and qlw. Note that B,(z i)B;l=(dT,g y). Thus 
B,(:, ‘,)B;l=(:, “,’ ) and as e runs over residues mod q, so does de. From 
the proof of Lemma 2.1 we see that 
B, W;’ 
0 dw 
N(-q-‘d-‘Nz*e) -q-‘Nyz (mod 4). 
Hence by Lemma 2.1 B, W;‘(i z) WqBdl - W;‘(: i) W, where 
0 <f < q - 1 and f 5 ed-‘(mod q). Now as e runs over residues mod q, SO 
does ed-‘. Finally, if q[lN, then B, W,B; ’ N W4 which completes the proof. 
We now determine the action of the C, operators on oldforms. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Let m 1 N and for any fixed prime q 1 N, let qr 11 N and 
qsll m. Let h = C c(n) x” be a newform of weight k on r,(m) with c(1) = 1 
and let C, denote the operator on S,(N). Then the action of C, on hlBgjfor 
j = 0, l,..., r - s is given as follows: 
Case (1) r= 1: 
ifs=O,then hlCq=c(q)h+qkh/Bq 
and hlB,IC,= h + c(q)hlB,; 
ifs = 1, then h 1 C, = c(q) h. 
Case (2) r > 2: 
lj-s = 0, thenhlCq=c(q)h+(qk-qqk-‘)hlB, 
andhIBqjICq=hIBqj-,+qkhIBqj+, 
for 1 <j<r- 1, 
andhIB,,IC,=(l -q-‘)hlBg,-l+c(q)hlB,,; 
gl <s<r- 1, thenhlCq=c(q)h+qkhjB, 
andhJB,jIC,=hJB,j-, +q’hlB,+, 
forl<j<r-s-l, 
andhlB,,-,IC,=hIB,,-,-,+c(q)hIB,,-,; 
ifs = r, then h I C, = c(q) h. 
Proof We shall make use of the simple identity f IB, U, =f for any 
formal Fourier series J: Also let W, denote the W operator on S,(N). First 
consider Case (l), i.e., r = 1. If s = 0, then 
C 4 =U 9 +qk-‘B 4 +qk12W U B 9 4 4 
= T, + qki2 W, U, B,. 
By Lemma 26 of [l], hJWq=qk’2hIBq,so hJWqUqBq=qk’2hIBq and 
h I C, = c(q)h + qkh I B, since h I T, = c(q) h. Also 
hlBqICq=q-k_/2hl W,C, 
=9 -k’2(c(s) h + qkWq)I Wq 
=4 -k’2c(q) hl W, + hl W,l Wq 
=c(q)hlB,+h. 
If s = 1, then C, = U, + W, U, W, + qk12-’ W,. Let W; be the W operator 
on S,(m) and put h[ W; = I’h where II’ = fl. Then by Lemma 26 of [ 11, 
h 1 W, = h ] W; and by Theorem 3 of [ 11, h I U, = c(q)h. Hence 
h I C, = 2c(q)h + qk”- ‘A’h. But again by Theorem 3 of Ill, 
49) = -4 k’2-1 1’ so we have hl C, = c(q) h. Now consider Case (2), i.e., 
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I 2 2 so that C, = 17, + W, U, W,. First assume that s = 0 and note that 
U, = r4 - qk-‘B,. By Lemma 26 and the following paragraph of [ 11, we 
have h ] B, W, = q(‘-Zj)k’2h 1 B,,-j for O(j<r. Hence for O<j<r- 1 we 
have 
hIBqjIWqUqWq=q cr-2j)k’2hjBqp-j-l( W, 
=qkh(B,+,* 
Thus 
and 
h(C,=hJT,-qk-‘hJBq+hJW&Wq 
=c(q)h+(qk-qk-‘)hIBg 
hlBqjICq=hlBqjI(Uq+ Wquq Wq) 
= hlB,-1 + q’hIB,+, 
for 1 <j < r - 1. Also 
h(B,,(C,= h(B,,_, + q-rk’zh(Up W, 
=hlB,,_, +q-‘k’2(hjTq-qk-1hlBq)I W, 
= hlB,,-, + c(q)q- rk’2hl W,-q-‘hlB,,-, 
= (1 -4-l) hl&, + c(q) hlB,r. 
Now assume that 1 < s < r - 1. Let W; denote the W operator on S,(m) and 
put hi W& = A’h where I’ = *l. By Lemma 26 and the following paragraph 
of [ 11, we have h JB,I W, = q - - (r s 2j)k’2,1rh IBqrmrmj for 0 <j < r - s. Hence 
for O<j<r-s- 1, we have 
h IB4,1 W,L$ W, = q(r--s-2j)k’2 A’hlBqr-r-j-Il W, 
=qkhIBqj+l* 
Thus since h( .!J, = c(q)h, we have 
W,=hlW,+ YW+‘,> 
= c(q) h + qkh I B, 
andhJBtiJC,=hJB,,-,+qkhJBQj+,for l<j<r-s-l.Also 
hlB,,-,I C,= hlB,,-,m, + qcs-r)k’2A’hI U, W, 
= hlB,,m,-, +l’c(q)q(S-r’k’2hI W, 
= h(Bqr-s-, + c(q) hlB,,-s. 
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Finally, if s = r > 2, then letting h 1 W, = A’h where A’ = f 1, we have 
w,=hl(q+ ~q~qWq> 
= c(q) h + (A’)’ c(q) h 
= 2c(q) h 
= c(q) h 
since c(q) = 0 by Theorem 3 of [ 11. 
Let SY be a collection of commuting operators on a complex vector space 
V and let u E V be a common (non-zero) eigenvector for all the operators in 
%?. We call the set of all common eigenvectors for all operators in $5 having 
the same eigenvalues as v together with 0 the Q-eigensubspace of V 
generated by v. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let ml N and for any fixed prime q which divides N let 
q’llN,q’IIm, and put t=r-s. Let h=Cc(n)x” with c(l)= 1 be a 
newform on r,(m) and denote by V the subspace of S,(N) spanned by h I B,i, 
j = 0, l,..., t. Then 
(i) V is invariant under C,, the C, operator on S,(N); 
(ii) iff= CfzO b(j) h[B, is an eigenform for C, in V, then b(0) # 0; 
(iii) the C,-eigensubspaces of V are l-dimensional. 
Proof. (i) is clear from Proposition 3.4. Let f = CJ=,, b(j) h I Bqi be an 
eigenform for C, with eigenvalue 1. From Proposition 3.4 when t > 2 we 
have 
c(q) b(O) + b(l) = Ah(O), 
yb(0) + b(2) = Ib( l), 
q&b(j) + b(j + 2) = Ab(j + 1) for 1 <j< t - 3, (3.2) 
qkb(t - 2) + yq-kb(t) = Ib(t - I), 
qkb(t - 1) + c(q) b(t) = Lb(t), 
where y = qk - q k-’ if s=O and r>,2 and Y=qk otherwise. If t=O, we 
simply have 
c(q) b(O) = WV, (3.2’) 
and if t = 1, we have 
c(q) b(O) + b(l) = MO), 
qkb(0) + c(q) b( 1) = Ab( 1). 
(3.2”) 
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From Eqs. (3.2) we see that b(0) = 0 implies b(j) = 0 for 0 <j < t. Thus 
b(0) # 0 iff+ 0. Hence if f= CfZO b(j) h[B, is a (non-zero) eigenform for 
C, with eigenvalue I, we can assume that b(0) = 1. Then it follows from 
(3.2) that the coefficients b(j) for j = 0, l,..., I are uniquely determined by I 
and V (more precisely by A, c(q), r, and s). Hence the C,-eigensubspaces of 
V are l-dimensional. 
Let H = (T,lpkN}. Iff(r) E S,(N) is an eigenform for all T,, E H, then by 
Theorem 5 of [ 11 there exists a unique newform h(r) = C c(n) X” on r,(m) 
for some m IN normalized so that c( 1) = 1 such that (h IBd} where d runs 
over all (positive) divisors of N/m is a basis for the H-eigensubspace of 
S,(N) generated by f: We call h the newform associated to J 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let H = { T, 1 pJiN}. Let q, ,..., q, be a set (possibly 
empty) of distinct primes dividing N and put S = JJr=, 41’ where 
ri = ordqi(N). Let H’ = H v { Cgi 1 i = l,..., v). Let f be a common eigenform 
in S,(N) for all operators in H’ and let h be the normalized newform on 
P,,(m) associated to f Let R be the least common multiple (1.c.m.) of m and 
S. Then there exists a form 
dlRlm 
with a( 1) = 1 in S,(R) such that ( gl Bd} where d runs over all divisors of 
N/R is a basis for the H’-eigensubspace of S,(N) generated byf 
Proof We use induction on the number of distinct prime divisors of 
R/m. Let h = 2 c(n) x” where c( 1) = 1. First consider the case R/m = 1. 
Then for any i, 1 < i < v, qp (I m and by Proposition 3.4 we have h 1 Cqi = 
c(qi) h. If d 1 N/R, then (qi, d) = 1 and h 1 B,J CQi = c(qi) h ( B, by Lemma 
3.3. Thus the H and H’-eigensubspaces generated by f are the same and we 
choose g(r) = h(t). Now consider a set of distinct primes q1 ,..., q, dividing N 
with v > 1. By induction we can assume that the Proposition holds for the set 
of primes q, ,..., q,- r and further that q>trn where rL, = ord,JN). Let 
S = fi 41’ 
u-l 
and so= n s?, 
i=l i= I 
where ri = ord,,(N). Let R (resp. R,) be the 1.c.m. of m and S (resp. S,). Let 
H’ = H u (Cqili = l,..., v} and H/,=HU {C4ji= l,...,v- l}. 
If f, belongs to the H’-eigensubspace generated by ft then f, belongs to the 
Hh-eigensubspace generated by f so by induction there exists a form 
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go = c dlR,/m aO(d) hiBd where aO(l>= 1 such that h = ,&NIRo@kOIBd. 
For simplicity write q = q, and D= N/R. Then N/R,= Dq’ where 
t = ord,(N) - ord,(m) > 0. We can express f, as 
f~ = x i e(& d’)goI BqjI Bd, 
d’lD j=O 
= 
gD d,F,m (d 44 4.A d’) h lBqj) I Bdi Bd’, 
0 
where e(j, d’) = e(qjd’). Suppose J] C, = AJ Then 
= 
dFD ,,F, (j~ouO(d)e(j~d’)hlB,) iCqiBdIBd’ 
om 
by Lemma 3.3 since (q, D) = (q, Ro/m) = 1. By Corollary 3.5 for each fixed 
d and d’ <Cfzo a,(d) e(j, d’) h IBqj)I C, is contained in the linear span of 
{h ] Bqj}, j = O,..., 1. Since the set {h I Bdcr} where d” runs over all divisors of 
N/m is linearly independent (see the proof of Theorem 5 in [ 11) it follows 
that for fixed d and d’, CfEo a,(d) e( j, d’) h I B, is an eigenform for C, with 
eigenvalue A. But by Corollary 3.5 there is a unique such eigenform up to a 
constant multiple, say, 
i W) h IBqjy (3.3) 
j=O 
where again by Corollary 3.5 we assume that b(0) = 1. Then for some 
constants f(d’) where d’ ID we have 
a,(l) dj, d’) = e(j, d’) =f(d’) b(j) 
for all j = O,..., I and all d’l D. Thus 
Hence 
f, = dTDf(d’) (i b(j)golBqj) IBd,- 
j=O 
g= X Wj)goIBqj 
j=O 
= i \‘ b(j) a,(d) hlB,B, 
j=O dlK/m 
(3.4) 
= x a(d’)hlB,c, 
d’lRlm 
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where a(&d) = b(j) a,(d) for di&/ m and a(l) = b(0) a,( 1) = 1 satisfies the 
conditions of the Proposition. Note that the set { g]B,} where d runs over all 
divisors of N/R is linearly independent by the proof of Theorem 5 of [I]. 
Remark 3.7. Let g(r) be as in Proposition 3.6. Then the first Fourier 
coefficient of g is equal to 1 since the first Fourier coefficient of h] B, equals 
1 ifd=l andequalsOifd>l. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let f(z) = Cz= 1 a(n) x” E S,(N) be a (non-zero) 
common eigenjiorm for all the T, and C, operators with p%N and q ( N. Then 
(i) u(l) # 0 and 
(ii) tf g(z) is another common eigenform for all the T, and C, 
operators with p%N and q1 N with the same eigenvulues us f(z), then 
g(r) = cS(t) for some c E C ‘. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 3.6 to the set {ql ,..., qe} of all distinct primes 
dividing N. Then (ii) is immediate and (i) follows from Remark 3.7. 
Let f (z) = C u(n) x” b e a cuspform. We say the Fourier coefficients u(n) 
off are multiplicative if u(nm) = u(n) u(m) whenever (n, m) = 1. Note that 
for this to be true we must have a( 1) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let f (z) = C u(n) x” E S,(N) be an eigenform for all 
the Tp and C, operators with pJiN and qlN and assume (by Corollary 3.8) 
thut f (5) is normalized, i.e., u(l) = 1. Then the Fourier coeflcients u(n) of 
f(t) are multiplicative. 
Proof Applying Proposition 3.6 to the set {ii ,..., q,} of all distinct 
primes dividing N and taking note of Remark 3.7 we see that f is equal to the 
eigenform g constructed in the proof of Proposition 3.6. Let h(s) be the 
normalized newform on T,(m) associated to f (5). It follows from Eq. (3.4) 
by induction that 
f = h I C,, I Gq2 I ..I I GqcT 
where for q ] N, G, denotes the operator 
Gq= i b(j)Bqj, 
j=O 
where t = ord,(N/m) and the b(j) are the coefficients occuring in Eq. (3.3). 
Hence b(0) = 1 and the other b(j) are uniquely determined by the eigenvalue 
of C, acting on f: For any cuspform f,(z) = C u(n)x” let A(s) = 
x:=1 u(n) n-’ be the associated Dirichlet series (see, e.g., [4]). Also let 
G,(s) = x b(j) q-j’. 
j=O 
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Then from Eq. (3.5) we obtain 
.7(s) = h”(s) fj C,i(s). 
i-l 
(3.6) 
By Theorem 3 of [ 11, the coefficients of z(s) are multiplicative. Since c,(s) 
is a polynomial in qwS with constant term 1, its coefftcients are trivially 
multiplicative. Thus (3.6) implies that the coefficients offls), i.e., the Fourier 
coefficients of f(r), are multiplicative. 
Let us now summarize our main results in 
THEOREM 3.10. There exists a basis h(r) (1 < i < dim S,(N)) of S,(N) 
such that each fi(s) is an eigenform for all the T, and C, operators with p$N 
and q(N. Let f (r) = C,“, a(n) x” be an element of this basis. Then a(1) # 0 
and assuming f (z) is normalized so that a(1) = 1 we have f 1 Tp = a(p)f for 
all p%N, f 1 C, = a(q)f for all q]N, and a(nm) = a(n) a(m) whenever 
(n, m) = 1. Furthermore f (t) is an eigenform for all the W, operators, q 1 N. 
Finally, ifg(z) E S,(N) is an eigenform for all the T, and C, operators with 
p%N and q1 N, then g(z) = c&(z) for some c E Cx and some unique i, 
1 < i < dim S,(N). 
Proof: It is well known that a commuting family of Hermitian operators 
is diagonalizable. Thus Theorem 2.16 implies that a basis J(r), 
1 < i < dim S,(N) of S,(N) consisting of common eigenforms for all the Tp 
and C, operators with p%N and q 1 N exists. Let f(r) = C a(n)x” be an 
element of this basis. Then a(1) # 0 by Corollary 3.8 so we can normalize f 
by assuming a(1) = 1. Let f / Tp =A(p)f. From (2.5) we see that the first 
Fourier coefficient off 1 Tp is a(p). But the first Fourier coefficient of k(p)f 
is J(p) 41) = A(P) so we have f ] Tt, = a(p)J Similarly by Proposition 3.2 
the first Fourier coefficient off ] C, is a(q) so f I C, = a(q)f Proposition 3.9 
shows that a(nm) = a(n) a(m) whenever (n, m) = 1. Let H’ = (‘TpT,lp%N} U 
{C, ] q I N). By Theorem 2.16 any H’-eigensubspace of S,(N) has a basis 
consisting of common eigenforms for all the W, operators with q I N. But, by 
Corollary 3.8, all these H’-eigensubspaces are l-dimensional and are 
generated by some h(r), so all the h(r) are eigenforms for all the W, 
operators with q 1 N. The last statement in the Theorem is just a restatement 
of the 1 -dimensionality of the H’-eigensubspaces. 
We next determine the Euler product associated to a cuspform 
f(r) E S,(N) which is an eigenform for all the T, and C, operators with p%N 
and q ] N. Assume f(r) = C a(n)x” with a(1) = 1. Let h(r) = J/ c(n)x” be 
the normalized newform on P,,(m) associated tof(r). h(r) has an associated 
Euler product (see Theorem 3 of Atkin-Lehner [ 1 ] or Theorem 3 of Li [ 3 ]) 
given by 
K(s)= 11 (1 - c(q)qpS)-’ 11 (1 - c(p)p+ +pk-‘-2y’. 
qlm Phn 
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IfptN, then f and h have the same eigenvalue for T,, i.e., a(p) = c(p) for all 
p%N. Hence according to Eq. (3.6), the Euler product associated to f(t) is 
given by 
S(s) = n (1 - a(p)p-” +pk-‘-*s)-’ 
PW 
(3.7) 
x 2: G,(s)(I - c(q) q-s + qk-l-*y 11 GJ~)(I - c(q) q-y. 
qlN qlm 
qtm 
The polynomials G,(s) in qeS are determined as followed. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let m 1 N and for any fixed q ) N let q” 11 N, q” 11 m, and put 
t = r - s. Let h(s) = ,JJ c(n) x” with c( 1) = 1 be a newform of weight k on 
r,,(m). Let f = ,JJjeO b(j) h 1 B, with b(0) = 1 be an eigenform for C, with 
eigenvalue 1 (see Corollary 3.5) and let 
G,(s) = i b(j) q-j’. 
j=O 
If t > 2 we have 
G,(s)+ -Aq-S+qk-*S)-l(l -c(q)q-S+(qk-y)q-*S 
+ (1 - yq-k) b(t) q-” -c(q) b(t) q-(‘+I)’ + b(t) qk-‘l+*)‘), (3.8) 
where y = qk - qk-’ ifs = 0 and r > 2 and y = qk otherwise. If t = 0 we have 
G(s) = 1 (3.8’) 
and if t = 1 we have 
G(s) = 1 + (A - c(q)) q-“. (3.8”) 
Further, A, c(q), r, and s uniquely determine b(t) by the recursion relations 
(3.2). 
Proof: This follows easily from the recursion relations (3.2) (3.2’) and 
(3.2”). 
Remark 3.12. Let f(r) = xa(n) x” E S,(N) be an eigenform for all the 
Tp and C, operators with p,j’N and q 1 N and assume f is normalized with 
a( 1) = 1. Let h(t) be the normalized newform on r,(m) associated to f (t) 
and put h(s) = C c(n) x”. The Dirichlet series z(s) has the Euler product 
expansion given by (3.7). For qlN, since f / C, = a(q)f, it follows from 
Proposition 3.6 that the eigenvalue A appearing in c&s) (see (3.8) and 
(3.8’)) is equal to a(q). 
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Maintain the notation of Lemma 3.11. When s > 2, we have y = qh and 
c(q) = 0 (by Theorem 3 of [ 1 I), so that 
G”,(s)=(l -Aq~“+qk~*s)~‘(l +b(t)qk-“m*).Y). (3.9) 
Using a combinatorial argument shown to me by M. Miller we can obtain 
(in this case) the possible values of A as follows. 
LEMMA 3.13. Let the notation be as in Lemma. 3.11 and assume s > 2. 
Let V denote the subspace of S,(N) spanned by h[B,,, j = O,..., t. Then C, 
restricted to V has eigenvalues 
where 1 <v<t+ 1. 
Proof. Since s > 2 we have c(q) = 0 by Theorem 3 of [ 11. Hence we see 
from Proposition 3.4 that C, restricted to V has a (t + 1) X (t + 1) matrix 
representation 
0 1 0 ... 0 0 
0 qk 0 **a 0 0 
=M, (WY 
. . . 
0 0 0 ... 0 1 
0 0 0 .*- qk 0 
i.e., M, = (mij) where mii+ , = 1 for 1 Q i < t, mj+ ,,i = qh for 1 <j < t, and all 
other entries mij = 0. For convenience let n = t + 1 and y = qk. Let A,(z) = 
det(zZ, - kf,- ,) be the characteristic polynomial of M,- , . Then A ,(z) = z, 
A*(z) = z* - y, and setting A,(z) = 1, we have 
A,(z) = z‘4,-,(z) - rA”-*(r) for n > 2. 
Fix z E C with z # 0 and z* # y, Set B,(z) = A,(z + uz- ‘). Then B,(z) = 1, 
B,(z) = z + yzz ‘, and we have the linear recursion 
B,(z) = (z + yz-‘1 B,-,(z) - yBn-2 for n > 2. 
Since z* # y, t2 -(z + yz-‘) t + y has distinct roots z and yz-‘. Thus we 
have (see, e,g., [2, Theorem 6.2.21) B,(z) = cz” + d(yz-‘)” where c and d are 
independent of n. Since B,(z) = 1 and B,(z) = z + yz- I, we find that 
c = -z2(y - z*)-’ and d = y(y - .z*)-‘. Hence 
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Letting r = exp(in/n + l), we see that z,, = y”*r” is a zero of B,(z) for 
1 <v<n. Thus Z” + yz, 1 = y”‘(<” + (-“) = 2y”* cos(m/n + 1) for 
1 < v < n are roots of A,(z). Since deg(A,(z)) = n, these are all the roots of 
A,(z)* 
Again assume that s > 2. Knowing ,I, we can explicitly determine b(t) in 
Eq. (3.9) as follows. Fix t > 2 and v, 1 < v < t + 1, and let 
&2? 
t+2 
and /I = 2qk’2 cos(8). 
From the recursion relation (3.2) we obtain b(0) = 1, b(1) = I, and 
b(n) = Ib(n - 1) - qkb(n - 2) for n > 2. From this linear recursion we find 
),(n)=Cqkn/2ein0 + dqkn/Ze -inO, 
where c and d are independent of n. Solving for c and d and evaluating b(t) 
we tind 
b(t) = qk”2 
sin((t + 1) 0) 
sin(f3) ’ 
where 19 = vd(t + 2) and 1 < v < t + 1. 
We combine the above discussion, Lemmas 3.11 and 3.13, Remark 3.12, 
and Eqs. (3.2), (3.7), and (3.9) to obtain 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Letf(t) = 2 a(n) x” E S,(N) be an eigenform for all 
the TP and C, operators with p,/‘N and q 1 N and assume f is normalized with 
a(1) = 1. Let h(r) = 2 c(n) x” be the normalized newform on T,(m) 
associated to J Then the Dirichlet series f(s) associated to f has the Euler 
product expansion 
!,b (1 - a(p)p-” +pk-‘-2S)-’ 5 G,(s)(l -c(q) q-S + qk-‘-2s)-’ 
n G,(s>(l - c(q) q-T13 qlm 
where G,(s) is the polynomial in q-’ given by Eq. (3.8) with A,replaced by 
a(q). Further, if ord,(N/m) = 0, then c(q) = a(q) and G,(s) = 1; if 
ord,(N/m) = 1, then c(q) = u(q) % qk’* and G,(s) = 1 f q(k-2s)‘2; and if 
t = ord,(N/m) 2 2 and ord,(m) > 2, then for some v, 1 ( v ( t + 1, we have 
u(q) = 2qk’* cos(t9) and 
sin((t + ’ > @ q(t+ 2)(k- 2s)/2 
sin(O) 
3 
where 19 = vn/(t + 2). 
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4. THE CASE OF SQUAREFREE LEVEL 
If the level N is squarefree, the theory of the C, operators can be 
developed independently of the theory of newforms in an essentially 
algebraic manner analogous to the theory of Hecke operators on the full 
modular group SL(2, Z). The purpose of this section is to develop the theory 
in this manner. The main point is that with the aid of an auxiliary operator 
(the W, operator) one can explicitly determine the action of the C, operator 
on Fourier coefftcients when the level N is squarefree (or more precisely 
when qllN-see Remark 4.3 below). We spent quite a long time unsuc- 
cessfully searching for an analogous operator in the case q2 1 N. The existence 
of such an operator would allow one to determine the Euler product 
associated to a common eigenformf(r) for all the Tp and C, operators with 
p,j’N and q 1 N directly from the Fourier coefftcients off(t) without having to 
consider the newform associated to f(rpsee Proposition 3.14 above and 
Remark 4.13 below. 
For the remainder of this paper let M denote a fixed positive squarefree 
integer. Also p will denote a prime not dividing M and q will denote a prime 
dividing M. 
THEOREM 4.1. S,,(M) with M squarefree has a basis consisting of 
common eigenforms for all the Tp, W,, and C, operators with p%M and 
4lM. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.16. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f (z) = 2 a(n) x” E S,(M) be an eigenform for W, 
where qlM. Then 
(i) f I W, = E(q) f where e(q) = f 1: 
-- (ii) f I T, = 2:: ,(a(np) +p”-‘a(n/p)) x”; 
(iii) f I C, = C,“= ,(a(nq) + qk- ‘O/q) + qk’2e(q) a(q(nlq))) xn. 
Here 
a(n/f) = 0 if l%n, 
= a(n/Z) if l/n, 
and 
4dnlq)) = 0 if qC4 
= a(n) if 4/n. 
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Proof fl Wi=f so e(q) = fl. For (ii) see Eq. (2.5). (iii) follows from 
Lemma 3.1 since if g(r) = C c(n) x”, then g ( U,B, = 2 c(q(n/q)) x”. 
Remark 4.3. Proposition 4.2 remains valid for arbitrary level N in place 
of A4 if we assume q 11 N. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let f (z) = 2 a(n) x” E S,,(M) be an eigenform for all the 
T,, W,, and C, operators with p%M and q 1 M. Then a( 1) # 0. 
Proof Suppose a( 1) = 0. Since f # 0, let n be the least positive integer 
with a(n) # 0. n # 1, so let 1 be a prime dividing n. If l%M, then 
a(n) + Ike’a(n/12) = n(f) a(@) w ere A(I) is the eigenvalue for T,. Thus h 
a(n) = 0, a contradiction. If IIM, then 
a(n) + Ik-‘a(n/Z2) + Ik”e(l)a(l(n/Z2)) = n(Z) a(n/l), 
where s(f) (resp. A(l)) is the eigenvalue for W,(resp. C,). Hence again 
a(n) = 0, a contradiction. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let f (z) = 2 a(n) x” E S,(M) be an eigenform for all the 
T,,, Wq, and C, operators with p%M and q 1 M. Assume a( 1) = 1. Then 
f I T, = a(p)ffor P%M andf I C, = a(q)ffor qlM. 
Proof Let I(p) be the eigenvalue for T,. Then a(p)+pk-‘,(1/p)= 
J(p) a(1) or a(p) =2(p). Let n(q) be the eigenvalue for C, and e(q) the 
eigenvalue for W,. Then 
4s) + qkWW + s”“W4sWd) = Wa(l) 
of 47) = A(q). 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let f (t) = 2 a(n) x” E S,(M) be an eigenform for all 
the Tp, Wq, and C, operators with p%M and q I M and assume f(t) is 
normalized with a( 1) = 1. Then we have the identities 
a(p) a(n) = a(v) +pk- ‘atnlp) if P%M, 
4s) a(n) = ah) + 4k-‘4nlq) + 4k’2Hq) aM4s>> if q IM. 
(4.1) 
Here s(q) is the eigenvalue for W,, i.e., f 1 W, = e(q)f 
Proof Clear. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let f (t) = JJ a(n) x” E S,(M) be an eigenform for all 
the T,, W,, and C, operators with p%M and q I M and assume f (7) is 
normalized with a(1) = 1. Then a(nm) = a(n) a(m) whenever (n, m) = 1. 
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Proof Let 1 be a prime and n a positive integer prime to 1. Let 
&(I) = 0 if l)M, 
= the eigenvalue for IV, acting on f if 11 M. 
Then (4.1) becomes 
a(Z) u(m) = a(mZ) + zk-‘a(m/l) + Ik12&(Z) a(f(m/l)) 
for all primes I and all positive integers m. Thus u(nZ) = u(n) u(l) if Z,jn. By 
induction assume that a(#) = u(n) a(/‘) if s < r. Then for r > 1, 
u(n) u(Z’+ ‘) = u(n)(-lk-‘u(V-‘) - Zk’*e(Z) u(Zr) + a(/‘) a(Z)) 
= -Ik-‘u(nZ’- ‘) - Zk’*e(Z) u(nZr) + u(nZr) u(Z) 
= -Zk- ‘u(nZ’- ‘) - Zk’*e(Z) u(nY) + u(nZ’+ ‘) 
+ Zk- ‘u(nZ’- ‘) + Zk’*e(Z) u(nZr) 
= u(nZ’+ ‘). 
Thus u(nZ*) = u(n) u(Zr) for all r if Z is a prime with l%n and the Proposition 
follows. 
THEOREM 4.8. Assume M is squarefree. If f (5) and g(s) are two 
eigenforms in S,(M) for UN the T,, W,, and C, operators with p$M and 
q 1 M with the same eigenjulues, then f = cg for some c E C ‘. 
Proof: By multiplying by suitable non-zero constants we can assume that 
the first Fourier coefficients off and g are equal to 1. Let f = C u(n) xn and 
g = C b(n) x” wh ere a(l) = b(1) = 1. From Theorem 4.5 it follows that 
u(Z) = b(Z) for all primes 1. Equation (4.1) shows that for Z%M, a(Z) 
determines u(Z’) for all r > 1 and similarly for 6(Z) and b(Z’). Thus 
u(Z’) = b(Z’) for all r if l$M. If Z 1 M, then Eq. (4.1) again shows that u(Z) and 
the eigenvalue of W, determine all u(Zr), hence u(Z’) = b(Z’) for all r if I ] M. 
Proposition 4.7 now completes the proof. 
Remurk4.9. Using Corollary 3.8 we can weaken the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.8 without affecting the conclusion by only assuming that f and g 
are eigenforms for all the T, and C, operators. However, we need the theory 
of newforms to prove this stronger result. On the other hand, it follows from 
Lemma 26 and the succeeding paragraphs of Atkin and Lehner [ 1 ] that the 
hypotheses of Theorem 4.8 can also be weakened again without affecting the 
conclusion by only assuming that f and g are eigenforms for all the T,, and 
W, operators. However, if the level N is not squarefree, it is never in general 
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true that the H’-eigensubspaces are l-dimensional where H’ = {T, 1 p,j’N} U 
( W, 1 q 1 N}-see Lemmas 26 and 27 of [ 11. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let f(s) = 2 a(n) X” E S,(M) be an eigenform for 
all the T,, W4, and C, operators with p$M and q 1 M and assume f is 
normalized with a(1) = 1. Thenfl W, = e(q)f where 
+?I = 
a(q)* - a(q*) - qk-’ 
qk’* 4s) 
if a(q) f 0, 
= a(q3) q-3kl*+ 1 if a(q) = 0. 
ProoJ a(q*) t qk-’ + qk’*e(q) a(q) = a(q) a(q) which gives the result if 
a(q)# 0. If a(q)=O, this gives a(q’) = -qk-‘. Therefore a(q3) t 
qk- ‘a(q) t qk’*e(q) a(q*) = a(q) a(q*) implies a(q3) t qk’* e(q)(-qk- ‘) = 0. 
THEOREM 4.11. Let f(z) = Z a(n) x” E S,(M) be an eigenform for all 
the T,, W,, and C, operators with p$M and q I M and assume f is 
normalized’ with a(1) = 1. Let f 1 W, = e(q)f: Note that 
Dirichlet series Cz!, a(n) KS associated to f has 
expansion 
i !  .(,,‘-‘=~ ( I-~(~)~!s~~X-~~‘) 
n=l 
s(q) = f 1. Then the 
the Euler product 
Proof: By Proposition 4.7 we need only check that for 1 prime 
CTEo a(F) l--I’ has th e appropriate Euler product expansion. Now let 
E(1) = 0 if l%M, 
= e(l), the eigenvalue of W, if 11 M. 
Then the equations in (4.1) can be rewritten in the form 
a(Y)(a(l) - lk’*e(l)) = a(l’+ I,) + lk-‘a(l’- ‘) 
if r > 1. Now one just checks that 
1 + lk/*-s e(l) = jJ a(/‘) I-“(1 - (a(l) - lk’*E(l)) I-” + Zk-‘-ZS). 
r=0 
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Remark 4.12. Shimizu in Section 1.4 of [6] considers in the case of 
squarefree level the formal Dirichlet series Z,(s) = Cr=O T(q”) q-“’ where 
T(q) is the C, operator. He shows that (formally) 
Z,(s) = (1 + Nl, q) q’-7 
X (1 -T(q)q-S+R(l,q)q’-“+ 7’(q,q)q’-2s)-‘. 
(4.2) 
Since R(1, q) corresponds to the IV, operator and T(q, q) to the identity 
operator, we see that Shimizu’s formula (4.2) corresponds exactly to the qth 
Euler factor in Theorem 4.11. 
Remark 4.13. Let f(r) be as in Theorem 4.11. Then Theorem 4.11 and 
Proposition 4.10 show that the qth Euler factor for q IA4 off(r) = C a(n) n -’ 
is determined by u(q) and u(q*) if a(q) # 0 and by u(q) and a(q’) if u(q) = 0. 
Remark 4.14. Letf(r) = C u(n) x” be a newform on r,(M) and assumef 
is normalized with a( 1) = 1. If q ]M, then the qth Euler factor of f in 
Theorem 4.11 has the simpler and more familar form 
1 + E(q) qk’2-s 1 
1 -(u(q)-qk’*&(q))q-s+qk-1-2s= 1 -a(q)q-S * (4.3) 
By Theorem 3 of [I] we have u(q) = -qk’2-’ e(q). Then (4.3) follows by 
cross multiplication after noting that c(q)’ = 1. 
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